VOX® Credenza on legs
Design: Mark Müller
Wood Finishes: The Vox® Collection of Credenzas is available in a wide variety of wood finishes. Some of these options are pictured below.

- F-01 Natural Maple
- F-03 Natural Bird's Eye Maple
- F-04 Maple Stained Pear
- F-06 Standard Cherry
- F-08 Cherry Stained Auburn
- F-10 Light Mahogany
- F-14 Natural Figured Anagre
- F-16 Natural Figured Sycamore
- F-18 Natural White Oak
- F-20 Sapele-Ribbon Stripe
- F-21 Natural Moabe
- F-22 Cape Coast Walnut

Metal and Paint Finishes: Aluminum door trim and bar pulls are available in a choice of three anodized colors: Silver, Champagne, or Light Bronze. Cabinet cases, credenza legs and additional pull options can be finished in durable coordinating metallic or non-metallic paint finishes.

- AL-01/SP-01/MP-01 Silver
- AL-02/SP-02/MP-02 Champagne
- AL-03/SP-03/MP-03 Light Bronze

Combination Finishes: A significant feature of the Vox® Collection is the ability to personalize its appearance by selecting from a variety of finishes. Cabinet cases can be finished with all wood and aluminum trim, or a combination of wood, aluminum trim and durable metallic or non-metallic paint finishes to create a signature look and feel.

- Quarter Cut Natural Walnut top and front, Silver Metallic case, Silver Anodized trim
- Flat Cut Natural Moabe top and front, Champagne Metallic case, Champagne Anodized trim
- Quarter Cut Natural White Oak, Silver Anodized trim